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PROFESSIONAL LATIN THEORY Associate Level  

 

The following provides a guide to questions that may be asked at a 

professional associate Level exam. Questions are in black and answers 

provided in red. 

Note that Examiners may extend the range and detail of technique of any 

question. 

 

                                  JIVE                          EXAM ONE 

 

Give the action used for Jive Chasse to Right 

1.  Right knee compressed.   Hips to left. 

2. Both knees compressed. Hips commence to move to right. 

3. Right knee straightens.  Hips to right. 

 

Give foot positions of Basic in Fallaway, as man. 

1 Left foot back in fallaway position. 

2 Right foot in place. 

3 Left foot to side. 

4 Right foot half closed to left foot. 

5 Left foot to side. 

6 Right foot to side 

7 Left foot half closed to right foot. 

8 Right foot to side. 
 

Give timing 

QQ QaQ QaQ. 

Please dance and count in beats and bars 

1234  22 

How many bars? 

One and a half bars. 

Give amounts of turn. 

One eighth to left on one 

One eighth to right over 3, 4, 5 

 

Please dance, as lady, steps 1 to 5 of Link and Whip counting the timing 

QQ  QaQ----------- QQ QaQ 

Please give foot positions of Whip, as man. 

1.   RF crossed behind LF. 

2.   LF to side. 

3.   RF to side 

4.    LF half closed to RF. 

5.    RF to side. 

How much turn? As man and lady? 

3/4 to right. 

Give action used, as man. 

Step one   Latin  Cross 

Step two   Side step 

Steps 3,4, 5, Jive chasse RLR to side



Examiners may extend the range and detail of technique of any question 
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                                                     JIVE                         EXAM 2  

 

Give action used for Jive Chasse to left 

1.    Left knee compressed. Hips to right  

2.    Both knees compressed. Hips commence to move to left. 

3.   Left knee straightens. Hips to left. 

 

Give foot pos. as lady, change of place R to L. 

1.   RF back in fallaway Pos. 

2.   LF in place. 

3.   RF to side. 

4.   LF half closed to RF. 

5.   RF forward then turn strongly to right. 

6.   LF diag. back. 

7.   RF half closed to LF. 

8.   LF back.  

 

How much turn overall for lady 

One eighth to R,  one  eighth to l.  three  quarters to  r.(5/8+1/8) 

 

Precedes? 

Basic in Fallaway, Link, Whip. 

 

Follows? 

Change of place L to R., Change of hands behind back, American Spin, if 

hand change to r to r on 2nd chasse. 

 

Promenade walks (quick). Describe the differing actions of man & Lady 

After the Rock, man dances a Merengue action while lady dances 

delayed forward walks and swivels to R, L and R. When man’s feet are 

closed, lady’s feet are apart, and vice versa. 

 

On step three the man is in PP, but not Lady. Explain. 

The man turns one eighth to left to dance the Rock, but does not turn 

back one eighth to right. This puts him in PP, but not the lady as she 

does turn back to original position for her delayed forward walk 

which is not in PP. 

 

Give footwork, as lady. 

1 Ball flat 

2  Ball flat 

3 Toe 

4  Ball 

5  Toe  

6  Ball 

 

 



Examiners may extend the range and detail of technique of any question 
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                                         JIVE                            EXAM 3 

 

Give action used for Jive chasse to left. 

1 L knee compressed. Hips to right. 

2 Both knees compressed. Hips commence to move to left. 

3 Left knee straightens. Hips to Left. 

 

Please give a description of the American Spin 

It is a figure of eight steps that commences in open position with R hand 

to r hand hold. Man dances two jive chasses almost in place. Lady will 

dance steps I to 5 of the Link. At the end of step 5, the lady will turn 

strongly to right, making three quarters of a turn, and a further one 

quarter on the following jive chasse 

 

Dance as lady giving timing 

QQ QaQ QaQ 

 

Give footwork as lady 

1 ball  flat.  2. Ball flat. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 all ball.  8  ball  flat 

 

 

Give precedes. 

Change of place r to l,    Change of place  l to r. in each case hand 

change occurs during the second Chasse. 

 

Change of hands behind back. Dance as lady, saying timing. 

QQ QaQ QaQ 

 

Please give shaping. 

Step  1   Commence  in open Pos. with L to R hand hold. 

Step  3.   Achieve R to R hand hold 

Step 6.   Move l hand to behind back. 

Step 7.   Achieve l hand to r hand behind back, still retaining hold with r 

hand. 

Step 8.  Finish in open Pos. with l to r hand hold. 

 

Please  dance,  as lady, counting in beats and bars, 

1234  22 

 

How many bars? 

One and a half 

 

What can follow? 

Link.  Change of place L to R 

 



Examiners may extend the range and detail of technique of any question 
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                                                     JIVE                          EXAM 4  

 

Give action used for jive chasse to right 

Step 1   Right knee compressed.  Hips to left 

Step  2   Both knees compressed. Hips commence to move to right. 

Step 3   Right knee straightens. Hips to right. 

 

Please dance Change of Place left to right and say timing as man 

QQ QaQ QaQ  

 

Foot Positions, as man   

1.   LF back  

2.   RF in Place 

3.   LF Forward 

4.   RF half closed to LF. 

5.   LF back and slightly to side. 

6.   RF forward. 

7.   LF half closed to RF. 

8.   RF forward. 
 

Give action used, as man. 

Steps 1and 2.  Rock 

Steps  3, 4 and five. Jive Chasse LR L forward.  Turned strongly to right 

on last step. 

Steps   6 7 and 8, Jive Chasse RLR forward. 
 

Do man and lady have the same amount of turn? 

Man 3/8 to right. Lady ½ to left, mostly on 5. 1/8 to left on 2nd 

chasse. 
 

Give at least three follows  

Change of place L to R. Link.  Change hands behind back. American Spin, 

with hand change on 2nd Chasse. 

 

Dance Prom walks (slow) followed by prom Walks (quick) Give timing. 

QQ QaQ QaQ QQQQQQ N.B. Prom walks (Q) start at step three. 

 

Describe the different actions of man and lady in Prom. Walks (Q) 

Man dances Merengue action on steps 3 and5. He retains Promenade 

Position after step two. 

Lady makes quarter turns to R and L with delayed walks and swivels. 

When man’s feet are apart, lady’s feet are closed, and vice versa 

 

Describe Merengue action 

First step (LF) to side without weight transfer, left heel well clear of 

floor, with hips to right by locking right knee back.  

As second step with right foot is taken transfer weight to left foot and 

repeat action described for step one but on right foot. 

 

  



Examiners may extend the range and detail of technique of any question 
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                                                   JIVE                       EXAM  FIVE 

 

Give action used for Jive chasse to left 

Step One.    Left knee compressed.   Hips to right. 

Step two.    Both knees compressed. Hips commence to move to left. 

Step three.  Left knee straightens. Hips to left. 

 

Describe a Whip 

The Whip is a figure of five steps. With a one bar construction, counted 

QQ QaQ. Preceded by steps one to five of a link, from open position to 

close hold. Wherupon the couple rotate to the right for ¾ of a turn. 

The man dances a Latin Cross behind, then a side step, followed by a 

chasse sideways to right. The lady will dance two walks, LR, followed be 

a chasse sideways to left. 

 

What can follow a Whip? 

Change of place R to L. 

Promenade walks (slow) 

Promenade walks (quick) 

  

What can precede a Whip? 

Steps  one  to  five  of  link. 

 

Please give action used for Change of Place right to left, as man. 

Steps     I and 2, rock. 

Steps    3, 4, 5. Jive chasse, LRL diag. forward. 

Steps     6, 7, 8. Jive chasse R L R forward. 

 

Give action used for lady. 

Steps    1 and 2, Rock. 

Steps 3, 4, and 5, Jive chasse rlr to side turning to left, then turn 

strongly to right on last step. 

Steps 6, 7 and 8 Jive chasse LRL turning to right. 

 

Give amounts of turn, as lady. 

One eighth to right on one. 

One eighth to left on two. 

Five eighths to right on step five. 

One eighth to right over steps six, seven and eight. 

 


